This paper is a supplement data of ISO/IEC JTC/1 SC/2 WG2 N2156 which discuss about Peseta and Peso sign (Philippine).

These are a just a sample of the Peso in real life.
Match column A with the amount in Column B.

Example:

1. twenty-five centavos
2. five pesos
3. one centavo
4. fifty pesos
5. ten pesos
6. two pesos
7. one hundred pesos
8. ten centavos
9. one peso
10. twenty pesos

B:

- a. P1.00
- b. P2.00
- c. 25¢
- d. P100.00
- e. P20.00
- f. 10¢
- g. 5¢
- h. P5.00
- i. P10.00
- j. P50.00
- k. P0.01

---

This is co-working result of Philippino and Japanese experts under MLIT program.